Mapping the Problem

The Ghost Map is a historical account of the terrifying outbreak of cholera in the summer of 1854 in London and how a pair of interdisciplinary thinkers worked to find a solution to the deadly problem. Due to the collaboration between Dr. John Snow and Reverend Henry Whitehead, a map of cholera cases helped identify the source of the outbreak. How might a map of campus help identify a problem and possibly lead to a solution?

Part 1: Essay
In an essay address these questions

- What prompts the Board of Health and other powerful people in London to change their perspective on disease and its transmission? Does viewing an epidemic or disease as unhygienic change the public’s willingness to find a cure? Are there contemporary diseases that face a similar challenge of public perception as cholera faced in London in 1854?
- What kind of infrastructure problems do rural areas in Kansas face? How do health-related obstacles in rural areas compare to the ones Londoners faced in the book?
- With the rise of online mapping capabilities and use of GPS, do traditional, paper maps still have value?
- Whitehead was effective as an independent researcher in part because he had intimate knowledge of Soho and its residents and was not timid about asserting and building on his knowledge. He stood his ground on the issue of an “index case,” for example, which led to the reexamination of the Broad Street well. How did his neighborhood knowledge help solve the case? How might his social status have added weight to his influence over events? What if a similarly independent, civic-minded midwife or journalist had been in his role?

Part 2: Campus problem
Identify a post or current problem/issue on campus that falls within one of these themes: health, hygiene, housing, food, safety, communication, [others?]. In an essay:

1. Identify the problem or issue
2. Propose a solution to the problem

Part 3: Map
1. Identify 5-8 places this issue is a problem on campus.
2. Mark the locations on a Google map
3. Propose a solution (and map it if possible)

Resources
- 8 photos
Cholera Public Health Campaign

*The Ghost Map* is a historical account of the terrifying outbreak of cholera in the summer of 1854 in London and how a pair of interdisciplinary thinkers worked to find a solution to the deadly problem. If you were a believer of germ theory or miasma theory, how would design a public health campaign warning people about the dangers of cholera?

**Part 1: Essay**
In an essay address these questions

- What prompts the Board of Health and other powerful people in London to change their perspective on disease and its transmission? Does viewing an epidemic or disease as unhygienic change the public’s willingness to find a cure? Are there contemporary diseases that face a similar challenge of public perception as cholera faced in London in 1854?
- Given the relative living conditions, the cultural life, the economic opportunities, and any other costs and benefits, would you have chosen to live in London during 1854, the Victorian Era? Why do you think John Snow and others who could presumably afford to live elsewhere chose to live in a city that apparently seemed to always be on the brink of collapse into pure squalor?
- Why did so many people stay in London once the disease became an epidemic?
- Snow had to work harder to disprove the miasmatisists with his analysis of the Lambeth and S&V water supply case because the data showed that the subdistricts that relied on the polluted water source also happened to be in less desirable industrial zones. Discuss modern examples of how socio-geo-economic issues can influence scientific and medical assessments.
- What is the next cholera-like disease, and what are we doing about it?
- During the outbreak, the London Times and Morning Chronicle were filled with a plethora of dubious remedies from a variety of unqualified sources. Compare the Internet of today with the London Times of 1854. Has information literacy improved such that the average citizen can distinguish trustworthy advice from chicanery on the Web?

**Part 2: Public Health Campaign**
- Create a public health campaign (poster, flyer, video, jingle) warning people about the dangers of cholera and/or showing them how to avoid the danger of cholera
- Explain in an essay
  - why you selected germ theory or miasma
  - who the audience is for the poster
  - why you chose the medium you used
  - how would you get the word out today

**Resources**
- Use 3 outside resources